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I. INTRODUCTION 


In its March 10,2016 Order, the Circuit Court of Mason County, West Virginia, correctly 

determined that First Mercury Insurance Company ("First Mercury") owes Kimes Steel, Inc. 

("Kimes Steel"), its insured, a duty to defend it from the claims alleged by Plaintiffs in this case. 

In addition, the Circuit Court also correctly concluded that Kimes Steel was entitled to 

indemnification by First Mercury from Plaintiffs' claims. The record clearly demonstrates that 

the there was a considerable disagreement within First Mercury over whether the Plaintiffs' 

claims should be covered under the insurance policy Kimes Steel purchased from First Mercury, 

which in turn triggered First Mercury's obligation to, at the least, provide Kimes Steel with a 

defense in this litigation. It failed to do so. 

Moreover, at best First Mercury admittedly issued the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability 

Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia," endorsement to Kimes Steel by mistake. l It was due to 

this mistake that Kimes Steel appeared to have coverage for employee injuries, but, in fact, that 

coverage was excluded by conflicting language in the policy, rendering it illusory. As a result, 

the policy contradicted the reasonable expectation of Shannon Kimes that this policy would 

provide coverage for employee injuries. The Circuit Court properly concluded that this policy 

was indeed ambiguous, and, in accordance with controlling precedent, must be construed in 

favor of coverage for Kimes Steel. 

Although First Mercury argues that the language in the insurance policy is 

"unambiguous," the evidence in the record proves otherwise. First Mercury's claim department 

recognized the "inherent inconsistency" in the policy language and required the assistance of an 

expert in West Virginia insurance law to interpret its policies. The policies are far from 

I At worst, the issuance of the policy with an endorsement that excludes the very coverage for which the policy was 
sought was fraudulent and in bad faith. 
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unambiguous. Truly, as the Circuit Court found, this case stems from Petitioner's failure to 

perform its contractual and statutory obligations and then a post hoc attempt to avoid 

responsibility for its inactions. Petitioner's requested relief is contrary to West Virginia law, and 

the public policy of this State, and Kimes Steel submits that the Circuit Court's Order should be 

affirmed in its entirety. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Factual Background 

In the fall of 2012, Kimes Steel sought to purchase commercial and employer liability 

insurance policies to comply with the insurance requirements of a contract it sought with James 

River Coal. Appx. at 0478. In particular, James River required $1,000,000 dollars of coverage 

for Employer's Liability (per-accident) and $5,000,000 of Excess Liability. Appx. at 0467-0468. 

To acquire insurance contracts that met these specifications, Kimes Steel contacted David 

Taylor, an insurance agent with Wells Fargo, and provided him with the list of requirements. 

Appx. at 0461-0474. He stated "I have a customer with the attached requirements, can you quote 

to these requirements? I need to get setup as a vendor for this customer and need a quote as soon 

as possible." Appx. at 0462. In accordance with these specifications, Taylor solicited bids from 

several insurance agencies, and, in particular, secured one from First Mercury through the 

insurance brokerage Partners Specialty Group. Appx. at 0471-0472. Thereafter, Shannon Kimes 

(sometimes referred to herein as "Mr. Kimes") purchased the two insurance policies at issue in 

this case from First Mercury upon the mistaken belief that they fully complied with all of James 

River Coal's insurance coverage requirements. Appx. at 0483-0486. Mr. Kimes would only 

later discover, after making a claim under policies for the very same type of coverage that he 

sought to obtain, that First Mercury asserts that this was not the case. 
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The first policy purchased from First Mercury provided primary commercial general 

liability coverage, Policy No. MI-CGL-0000017233-01. Appx. at 0365-0430. Pursuant to the 

terms of this policy, First Mercury was obligated to provide commercial general liability 

insurance coverage to Kimes Steel and defend and indemnify Kimes Steel with respect to 

Plaintiffs' claims. 

The second policy provided excess coverage to Kimes Steel, Policy No. MI-EX

0000017234-01. Appx. at 0431-0460. Pursuant to the terms of this policy, First Mercury was 

obligated to provide excess insurance coverage to Kimes Steel and to defend and indemnify 

Kimes Steel with respect to the Plaintiffs' claims, if such damages exceed the limits of 

commercial general liability coverage available under the first policy. 

Moreover, under the Endorsement identified as the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability 

Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia," First Mercury Policy No. MI-CGL-0000017233-01, 

First Mercury specifically agreed to pay damages arising from bodily injuries suffered by Kimes 

Steel's employees. Appx. at 0389-0392. The commercial general liability policy excludes 

coverage for employer liability for any bodily injury sustained by an employee. Appx. at 0365

0430. Thus, the purpose of the Stop Gap Endorsement is to address this gap in coverage and 

provide coverage for employee injuries. These two policies were purchased by Kimes Steel for 

good and valuable consideration, Kimes Steel paid all of the premiums due under these policies, 

and First Mercury has not, to-date, refunded any of the premiums to Kimes Steel's counsels' 

knowledge. 

On May 3, 2013, Plaintiff Jeffrey Russell ("Russell") was allegedly injured during the 

course of his employment with Kimes Steel. Appx. at 0361-0364. On February 4, 2014, 

Plaintiffs filed their initial complaint alleging that Kimes Steel acted with "deliberate intention," 
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as defined by § 23-4-2 of the West Virginia Code. Appx. at 0361-0364. Kimes Steel denies this 

allegation. 

On or about April 9, 2014, First Mercury received notice that Plaintiffs had filed a 

lawsuit against Kimes Steel. Appx. at 0487-0489. First Mercury's director of claims, 

Christopher Golles, was the first to review this claim. Appx. at 0489. He entered in the claim's 

notes log: 

Loss is in policy term. Policy has WV Stop Gap coverage form which is triggered. 
Defense will be owed to the insd. ROR will be needed as related to the alleged 
intentional injury. 

Appx. at 0489. Thus, First Mercury's own director of claims believed that the injury would be 

covered under Kimes Steel's policy. Appx. at 0490-0496. Moreover, he also stated that First 

Mercury owed Kimes Steel a duty to defend and would issue a Reservation of Rights, referred to 

here as "ROR." Appx. at 0489. 

Also on April 9th, Mike Gorman, who is an executive specialist with First Mercury who 

exclusively adjusts claims with high risk exposure, reviewed the claim. Appx. at 0499. Notably, 

Gorman is an attorney who previously practiced in the field of insurance defense work, primarily 

focused on Workers' Compensation defense. Appx. at 0497-0503. Thus, he has extensive 

experience in evaluating insurance policies, from the point of view of both an attorney and an 

insurer. Appx. at 0497-0503. He entered the following note into the log concerning Kimes 

Steel's claim: 

There is a W. Va. W/C endorsement that seems to provide coverage despite the 
employers liability exclusion however there is an iuntentional [sic] injury exclusion and 
the Pleadings seem to plead the case in this manner ostensibly to avoid the immunity 
problem that typically exists. Will consult DC for viewpoint and discuss the coverage 
issue with CG. 
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Appx. at 0489. Clearly, Gorman also believed that the policy could potentially provide coverage 

in this circumstance. Appx. at 0500-0502. It was not immediately clear to him whether or not 

the policy provided coverage, fU1d, so he believed that it was necessary to consult the company's 

defense counsel, referred to here as "DC." Appx. at 0501. He also felt he needed to discuss this 

issue with Christopher Golles, here referred to as "CG." Appx. at 0489. 

Later that day, he also noted: 


Discuss coverage with CG re the application of the intentional acts exclusion and will 

FU with him tomorrow. May require CC to bring clarity to the coverage aspect. .. 

Appx. at 0489. Thus, not only did Gorman feel that he had to consult defense counsel, he also 

wanted to retain coverage counsel, referred to here as "CC," to examine this issue. Appx. at 

0502. Gorman explained in his deposition why he felt it was necessary to consult two separate 

attorneys to interpret First Mercury's policies: 

Q. Okay. Now, does that mean that there seemed to be something that was inherently in 
conflict in these different exclusions and you were trying to figure out what it meant? 

A. It meant that there was language in the policy that excluded employers liability, and 
then, of course, through the stop gap endorsement, added coverage back in, but attendant 
to that endorsement, there were exclusions. 

So because I didn't have a lot of experience with West Virginia, because I wasn't 
an expert in its statutory and common law, I was trying to figure out exactly what the 
interplay was between those various policy provisions, and I thought it best at that 
moment in time to consult an expert in that area. 

Appx. at 0502. Hence, Gorman understood that only an expert in West Virginia statutory and 

common law could be expected to knowledgably examine the question of whether or not Kimes 

Steel was covered for this claim. 

On April 10,2014, Gorman entered another note in the log, stating: 

Discussed coverage again with CG and there remains some substantial dispute over our 
duty to defend on the seemingly inherent inconsistency between the stop gap 
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endorsement and the intentional acts exclusion. I have asked that AJ authorize review by 
CC. 

Appx. at 0487. Thus, despite multiple conversations between First Mercury's director of claims 

and an executive specialist, First Mercury still did not have an answer to the question of whether 

or not there was coverage for Kimes Steel. There remained a "seemingly inherent 

inconsistency." Appx. at 0487. Gorman therefore asked the company's director of coverage, 

Anthony Jalaba, referred to here as "AJ," to approve his request to engage outside coverage 

counsel. Appx. at 0502-0503. Gorman further explained in his deposition that he "required 

some advice and counsel from an expert in West Virginia insurance coverage law" to reach a 

determination on whether the loss was covered. Appx. at 0503. 

Golles also testified in his deposition that he and Gorman "were certainly of the mindset 

that there was some question as to whether there was coverage for this loss." Appx. at 0493

0494. Golles also testified that, at the time, he believed it was debatable whether or not the loss 

was covered. Appx. at 0494. Clearly, there was significant internal debate about whether the 

policy covered the claims alleged by Plaintiffs against Kimes Steel. 

First Mercury thereafter retained attorney Don C. Parker, who is also representing First 

Mercury in the present lawsuit, as coverage counsel. Appx. at 0496. Upon further review ofthe 

policy by Jalaba, Golles, Gorman, and attorney Parker, the determination was made to issue a 

denial of the claim. Appx. at 0494. Parker authored a denial letter, which Gorman then 

reviewed and signed. Appx. at 0503. 

On May 5, 2014, First Mercury issued the denial letter to Kimes Steel. Appx. at 0504

0508. In the letter Parker (via Gorman) states: 

Unfortunately, our investigation revealed that no coverage exists under these insurance 
policies for the claims and allegations against Kimes Steel that are contained in the 
Complaint. Therefore, First Mercury hereby denies coverage to Kimes Steel as to the 
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Complaint. This means that First Mercury will not provide Kimes Steel with a legal 
defense to the lawsuit, nor will it indemnify Kimes Steel as to any damages for which 
Kimes Steel may be liable to Jeffrey or Anita Russell. 

Appx. at 0505. Thus, despite the internal debate over whether the claim was covered (which 

Kimes Steel maintains, as discussed below, should have triggered the duty to defend), First 

Mercury denied coverage and opted to not to issue a Reservation of Rights or satisfy its duty to 

defend. 

B. Procedural History 

Plaintiffs filed their initial complaint on February 4,2014 alleging that Kimes Steel acted 

with "deliberate intention," as defined by § 23-4-2 of the West Virginia Code. Appx. at 0361

0364. After learning of this lawsuit, in addition to its May 5, 2014 denial letter to Kimes Steel, 

First Mercury filed a declaratory action that same day in the United States District Court for the 

Southern District of West Virginia, asking that court to make a determination as to whether the 

Kimes Steel's policies provide coverage of the claims alleged by Plaintiffs against Kimes Steel. 

Appx. at 0509-0516. The District Court dismissed this action. Appx. at 0517-0522. In June of 

2014, Plaintiffs amended their Complaint to add a declaratory judgment claim against First 

Mercury alleging that it is obligated to provide a defense and indemnification to Kimes Steel 

under its insurance policies. Appx. at 0164-0169. 

In October of 2014, Kimes Steel filed a cross-claim against First Mercury for breach of 

contract and bad faith regarding First Mercury's denial of a defense and indemnity to Kimes 

Steel in regard to the Russells' claims against it. Appx. at 0011-0016. On March 18,2015, the 

Circuit Court entered an Agreed Order vacating the Scheduling Order and staying discovery of 

the underlying tort claim issues between the Russells and Kimes Steel pending resolution of the 

coverage issues. Appx. at 0038-0040. 
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On January 28, 2016, First Mercury moved for partial summary judgment on the 

coverage issues, and in February 2016, Kimes Steel and the Russells also moved for partial 

summary judgment on the coverage issues. Appx. at 0041-0878. By Order entered May 18, 

2016, the Circuit Court denied First Mercury's motion for partial summary judgment and granted 

Appellees' motions for partial summary judgment, finding that coverage existed under the First 

Mercury policies for the Russells' deliberate intent claims against Kimes Steel. Appx. at 0879

0905. It is from this Order that First Mercury appeals. 

III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Kimes Steel purchased a primary commercial general liability and an excess coverage 

policy from First Mercury. In addition, Kimes Steel purchased a "Stop Gap - Employers 

Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement which purports to provide 

coverage for danlages arising from bodily injuries suffered by Kimes Steel's employees. Appx. 

at 0389-0392. First Mercury's claim handling department apparently also believed that Kimes 

Steel had coverage for bodily injuries to its employees: upon initial review of Kimes Steel's 

claim for benefits, they concluded that Kimes Steel was entitled to a defense and indemnification 

from Plaintiffs' claims in this lawsuit. Appx. at 0487-0489. Later, however, they wrongfully 

opted to not provide Kimes Steel with a legal defense and denied indemnification. 

The Circuit Court considered the evidence in the record and concluded that First Mercury 

failed to satisfy their duty to defend Kimes Steel, the insured. Appx. at 0879-0905. Moreover, 

upon consideration of the testimony of Shannon Kimes and language of the policies, the Circuit 

Court correctly concluded that Mr. Kimes had a reasonable expectation that the policies would 

provide coverage for employee injuries. Appx. at 0879-0905. Accordingly, the Circuit Court 

found that Kimes Steel was entitled to indemnification from First Mercury for Plaintiffs' claims. 
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Appx. at 0879-0905. Further, the Circuit Court also considered the "inherent inconsistency" 

between the Stop Gap Endorsement and its exclusions, and found that the policy was illusory. 

Appx. at 0879-0905.· 

As it did in the lower court, First Mercury now attempts to distract this Court from the 

circumstances of the present case by referencing this Court's decisions in earlier, dissimilar 

cases. First Mercury's reliance on this Court's decision in Employers' Mut. Ins. Co. v. Summit 

Point, 228 W. Va. 360, 719 S.E.2d 830 (2011) is misplaced here, where the circumstances 

surrounding the issuance of the policies and the. nature of the policies themselves are much 

unlike those in Summit Point. Application of controlling precedent concerning the duty to 

defend and indemnification must clearly result in a conclusion that First Mercury wrongfully 

denied Kimes Steel's claim for coverage. First Mercury repeatedly claims that a straightforward 

application of the ''tmambiguous'' language of the policy must result in a finding that Kimes 

Steel was not entitled to coverage, but the evidence simply contradicts this assertion. First 

Mercury admittedly, at the least, offered the Stop Gap Endorsement to Kimes Steel by mistake, 

and, as a result, issued an illusory policy. None of First Mercury's arguments are supported by 

the evidence in this case. Accordingly, Kimes Steel submits that this Court should affirm the 

Circuit Court's Order. 

IV. STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

Kimes Steel submits that oral argument is unnecessary in this case. The appeal presents 

no novel questions of West Virginia law, or unique factual or procedural issues. The Circuit 

Court's Order appropriately applies previous decisions by this Court to undisputed facts. The 

facts and legal arguments are adequately presented in the briefs and record on appeal, and the 

decisional process will not be significantly aided by oral argument. Kimes Steel believes that a 
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memorandum decision affirming the Circuit Court's decision is appropriate under Rule 21 of the 

Revised Rules of Appellate Procedure. 

V. ARGUMENT 

First Mercury's appeal challenges both the factual findings and the conclusions of law 

made by the Circuit Court. As this Court has previously held, "we review the final order and the 

ultimate disposition under an abuse of discretion standard, and we review the circuit court's 

underlying factual findings under a clearly erroneous standard. Questions of law are subject to a 

de novo review." Phillips v. Fox, 193 W. Va. 657, 661,458 S.E.2d 327,331 (1995) (citing Syl. 

Pt. 1, Burnside v. Burnside, 194 W. Va. 263, 264, 460 S.E.2d 264,265 (1995)). 

I. 	 The Circuit Court properly concluded that the exclusionary language in the Stop 
Gap Endorsement was ambiguous, and that Employers' Mut. Ins. Co. v. Summit 
Point does not require a different result. 

First Mercury's first assignment of error alleges that the Circuit Court failed to enforce 

the alleged unambiguous language of the exclusion of deliberate intention claims in Kimes 

Steel's policies, and that it also failed to recognize Employers' Mut. Ins. Co. v. Summit Point, 

228 W. Va. 360, 719 S.E.2d 830 (2011) as controlling authority on this issue. First Mercury's 

argument fails on both accounts. 

It is well settled that "[w]henever the language of an insurance policy provision is 

reasonably susceptible of two different meanings or is of such doubtful meaning that reasonable 

minds might be uncertain or disagree as to its meaning, it is ambiguous." Syl. Pt. 1, Prete v. 

Merchants Property Ins. Co., 223 S.E.2d 441 (W. Va. 1976). Further, this Court has held that 

"where a provision of an insurance policy is ambiguous, it is construed against the drafter, 

especially when dealing with exceptions and words of limitation." Am. States Ins. Co. v. 
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Surbaugh, 745 S.E.2d 179, 183 CW. Va. 2013). In particular, "[w]here the policy language 

involved is exclusionary, it will be strictly construed against the insurer in order that the purpose 

of providing indemnity not be defeated." Syl. Pt. 5, National Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, 

Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488 CW. Va. 1987). The language of a policy shall also be interpreted to avoid 

an absurd result, but should instead receive a "reasonable interpretation, consistent with the 

intent of the parties." Riffe v. Home Finders Associates, Inc., 517 S.E.2d 313, 318 CW. Va. 

1999). Accordingly, "where ambiguous policy provisions would largely nullify the purpose of 

indemnifying the insured, the application of those provisions will be severely restricted." 

National Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488, 496 (W. Va. 1987). The 

application of these principles to Kimes Steel's policies must result in a finding that the policies 

were indeed ambiguous, as the Circuit Court correctly concluded. 

To uncover the inherent inconsistently in these policies, this Court must only look to the 

actions of First Mercury's own employees in handling this claim. Upon his review of the claim, 

First Mercury's director of claims, Christopher Golles, concluded both that First Mercury owed a 

duty to defend Kimes Steel and that the loss was within the Stop Gap Endorsement. Appx. at 

0879. He stated that First Mercury would issue to Kimes Steel a Reservation of Rights, but it 

failed to do so. Appx. at 0489. Moreover, Mike Gorman, who is an executive specialist with 

First Mercury who exclusively adjusts claims with high risk exposure, reviewed the claim and 

could not determine whether or not coverage existed. Appx. at 0501-0502. Gorman enlisted the 

help of defense counsel, Don C. Parker, to provide the "advice and counsel from an expert in 

West Virginia insurance coverage law" required to evaluate whether First Mercury was obligated 

to provide coverage under the policies. Appx. at 0503. Finally, upon review by First Mercury's 

claims department, lalaba, Golles and Gorman, and attorney Parker, the determination was made 
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to issue a denial of the claim. Appx. at 0494. First Mercury's admitted error in issuing the Stop 

Gap Endorsement to Kimes Steel helps explain why this determination was so difficult for its 

employees to make. Appx. at 0527. 

As this Court has repeatedly explained, where an insurance policy is reasonably 

susceptible to two different meanings, it is ambiguous. Syl. Pt. 1, Prete v. Merchants Property 

Ins. Co., 223 S.E.2d 441 (W. Va. 1976). Furthermore, a latent ambiguity "arises when the 

instrument upon its face appears clear and unambiguous, but there is some collateral matter 

which makes the meaning uncertain." Flanagan v. Stalnaker, 216 W. Va. 436, 607 S.E.2d 765, 

769 n. 4 (2004). Moreover, "[w]here the policy language involved is exclusionary, it will be 

strictly construed against the insurer in order that the purpose of providing indemnity not be 

defeated." Syllabus Pt. 5 National Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, Inc., 177 W. Va. 734,356 

S.E.2d 488 (W. Va. 1987). While the testimony of First Mercury's employees is not disposi~ive 

of the issue of whether the policies are ambiguous, it does illustrate the "inherent inconsistency" 

between the Stop Gap Endorsement and the purported exclusion of deliberate intention claims. 

As is common practice in the insurance industry in West Virginia, the general commercial 

general liability policy issued by First Mercury excludes coverage for bodily injury by an 

employee: 

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM 

SECTION I - COVERAGES 

COVERAGE A BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY 

1. Insuring Agreement 

a. 	 We will pay those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay 
as damages because of "bodily injury" or "property damage to which this 
insurance applies. We will have the right and duty to defend the insured 
against any "suit" seeking those damages. However, we will have no duty 
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to defend the insured against any "suit" seeking damages for "bodily 
injury" or "property damage to which this insurance does not apply. 

2. Exclusions 

This insurance does not apply to: 

e. Employer's Liability 

"Bodily injury" to: 

(1) An "employee" of the insured arising out of and in the course of: 

(a) Employment by the insured; or 

(b) Performing duties related to the conduct of the insured's business[.] 

Appx. at 0370-0371. Therefore, the purpose ofa "stop gap" endorsement is provide coverage for 

the gap between employer liability and workers' compensation policies. Appx. at 0527. This is 

precisely what the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" 

endorsement sold to Kimes Steel purported to do. It states: 

A. The following is added to Section I - Coverages: 

COVERAGE - STOP GAP - EMPLOYERS LIABILITY 


2. Insuring Agreement 

a. We will pay those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated by West 
Virginia Law to pay as damages because of "bodily injury by accident" or "bodily 
injury by disease to your "employee" to which this insurance applies. 

The Stop Gap Endorsement that provides coverage for bodily injury, however, also attempts to 

nullify that exact same coverage. 

1. Exclusions 

This insurance does not apply to: 
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I. West Virginia Workers Compensation Law, Sect. 23-4-2 

"Bodily injury by accident" or "bodily injury by disease II caused by any action 
determined to be of deliberate intention as specified under West Virginia Workers 
Compensation Law, Sect 23-4-2. 

Appx. at'0391. Due to the conflicting nature of the policy language, the Stop Gap Endorsement 

attempts to exclude from coverage the precise "gap" that it was intended to cover. Gorman 

testified in his deposition that the purpose of "stop gap" coverage is indeed to address this 

deficiency: 

Q. This is the West Virginia State Supreme Court speaking on this issue: 
"Employers liability insurance is traditionally written in conjunction with Workers' 
Compensation policies and is intended to serve a gap filler, providing protection to the 
employer in those situations where the employee has a right to bring a tort action, despite 
the provisions of the Workers' Compensation statute or the employee is not subject to the 
Workers' Compensation law." This statement is pretty consistent with what we've been 
talking about as a far as what stop gap coverage is, isn't it? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And it sounds like the West Virginia State Supreme Court thinks that employers 
liability is designed to fill this gap or stop the gap between a commercial general liability 
policy and a Workers' Comp policy, do they not? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Based on that sentence? 

A. Yes. 

Q. They go on to say, "We can, therefore, conclude that employers liability insurance 
applies to actions brought by an employee against an employer when the" employee - or 
"when the employer and the employee are not entitled to the benefits and protections 
under any Workers' Compensation law." That sounds like what we're talking about as 
well, right? Employers liability is for claims where the employee can bring a suit and 
they're not entitled to Workers' Comp immunity, right? 

A. That's the way it sounds, yes. 

Appx. at 0322. 
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The Circuit Court properly applied controlling precedent to the policy language at issue 

and correctly concluded that the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability" coverage is indeed 

ambiguous. First Mercury attempts to contradict this correct finding by citing Employers' Mut. 

Ins. Co. v. Summit Point, 228 W. Va. 360, 719 S.E.2d 830 (2011), which it claims mandates a 

different result. This argument must fail for mUltiple reasons. First, the circumstances which 

this Court considered in Summit Point are irrefutably different than those in the present case. In 

Summit Point, the insurer sold a policy to an employer which provided both employer liability 

and workers' compensation coverage. Summit Point, 719 S.E.2d at 371-373. Thus, while the 

Court ultimately concluded that the policy did not provide coverage for deliberate intention 

claims, the policy nevertheless still provided coverage for workers' compensation claims. Id. 

The same cannot be said in the present case. The employer liability and Stop Gap Endorsement 

do not provide coverage for workers' compensation claims. Appx. at 0365-0430. If they also do 

not provide coverage for injuries suffered by an employee, the question naturally arises of what 

exactly the policies do cover. As discussed below, First Mercury has not identified any scenario 

in which the Stop Gap Endorsement could provide coverage for "bodily injury" to an employee. 

In addition, the testimony of First Mercury's employees has revealed that the Stop Gap· 

.Endorsement was issued to Kimes Steel by mistake. Appx. at 0527. In accordance with this 

Court's precedent, the ambiguous language in the Stop Gap Endorsement created by this mistake 

must be interpreted in favor of coverage for the insured. In consideration of these facts, there is 

insufficient evidence here to reverse the Circuit Court's correct determination that the policy 

language is indeed ambiguous. 
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II. 	 The Circuit Court correctly concluded that the policy was ambiguous and that the 
"West Virginia Workers Compensation Law, Sect. 23-4-2" exclusion excluded the 
only type of claim that would be covered under First Mercury's Stop Gap 
Endorsement. 

First Mercury's second assignment of error asserts that the Circuit Court incorrectly 

found that First Mercury's insurance policy was ambiguous because it excluded the only type of 

claim that could be brought against an insured employer based on an injury to an employee. As 

an initial matter, the Circuit Court did not reach the conclusion that First Mercury asserts. 

Rather, the Circuit Court acknowledged the ability of a plaintiff to bring a claim pursuant 

Heldreth v. Marrs, 188 W. Va. 481, 425 S.E.2d 157 (1992), which First Mercury repeatedly 

cites. Paragraph 24 of the Circuit Court's Order reads as follows: 

The final example of a covered claim provided by Mr. Gorman is a loss of consortium 
claim, which would presumably be brought by the injured employee's spouse or child. 
That is exactly the claim presented by Plaintiff Anita Russell's claims in this case, but 
First Mercury has still denied coverage based on the subject exclusion and the fact that 
such claims are derivative of the employee's claims. Moreover, to the extent Mr. 
Gorman intended to reference an example where an employee's family member 
witnesses an accident causing injury to hislher family member, and brings an action 
for intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress, such a claim is simply not 
an employer's liability claim since the family member bringing the action is not an 
employee. Such actions are covered by traditional Commercial General Liability 
coverage, which First Mercury also sold to Kimes Steel (and for which Kimes Steel 
paid a substantial additional premium). 

Appx. at 0897 (emphasis supplied). Therefore, the Circuit Court correctly identified that 

Heldreth claims would be covered under traditional commercial general liability coverage rather 

than the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement 

which Kimes Steel purchased. Accordingly, the Stop Gap Endorsement, as interpreted by First 

Mercury, is an illusory policy as explained below. 

Moreover, even after several months of time for research, First Mercury is still only 

capable of producing a single highly unlikely scenario in which an employer could possibly be 
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liable for a claim other than a deliberate intent claim. As First Mercury admits, these claims are 

rare, if not altogether nonexistent. First Mercury attempts to justify its illusory policy on the fact 

that even though certain claims would not be viable in West Virginia, a plaintiff could 

nevertheless file the claim and First Mercury would then provide the insured with a defense. 

Based on First Mercury's refusal to provide a defense to Kimes Steel in the present case, this 

assertion is disingenuous at best. Nevertheless, under this logic, it would be appropriate for First 

Mercury to issue insurance for any number of hypothetical situations because, in theory a 

plaintiff could sue an employer for this hypothetical claim and it would have to be defended. 

This argument is indeed absurd and is certainly not grounds for reversal of the Circuit Court's 

well-reasoned conclusion on this issue. 

III. 	 The Circuit Court correctly concluded that the policy exclusion was ambiguous 
because it failed to provide the text of W. Va. Code § 23-4-2, and also that Summit 
Point is not applicable in this case. 

First Mercury's third assignment of error asserts that the Circuit Court erred when it 

found that the primary policy was ambiguous because it did not contain the text of W. Va. Code 

§ 23-4-2. Further, First Mercury claims that this Court directly addressed this issue in Summit 

Point and concluded that the failure to provide the text of the statute did not render the policy 

ambiguous. As the Circuit Court stated in its Order, First Mercury's reliance on Summit Point 

here is misplaced. Appx. at 0901. In Summit Point, the employer did not apply for or request 

employer liability coverage. Summit Point, 719 S.E.2d at 371-373. In this case, however, Kimes 

Steel requested employer liability coverage and specifically purchased a "Stop Gap - Employers 

Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement to provide that coverage. Appx. 

at 0461-0465. Thus, the policy here explicitly purported to provide stop gap coverage for 

employer liability in West Virginia. Appx. at 0389-0392. However, the same policy which 
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provides coverage for employee injuries also nullifies that coverage simply by citing a section in 

the West Virginia Code. Appx. at 0391. Thus, in order to realize that the policy excluded any 

potential coverage for employee injuries, Shannon Kimes would have find and examine Section 

24-3-2 of the West Virginia Code and interpret the statute and any attendant case law in a 

manner consistent with First Mercury's position. The employees of First Mercury admitted that 

they had never fully examined the statute. Appx. at 0494; 0503. It is unreasonable to expect a 

consumer to do the same. In light of these circumstances, the Circuit Court correctly determined 

that Summit Point was not applicable and that the language of the policy was ambiguous. 

IV. The Circuit Court properly considered the testimony of the claims handling 
employees of First Mercury when determining that the policy language is 
ambiguous. 

First Mercury's fourth assignment of error asserts that the Circuit Court improperly 

considered the testimony of First Mercury's employees when evaluating whether the policy 

language was ambiguous. While First Mercury is correct in noting that the testimony of its 

employees is not dispositive of the issue of whether the policy is ambiguous, this testimony is 

indeed compelling. This Court has instructed that "[a] policy should never be interpreted to 

create an absurd result, but instead should receive a reasonable interpretation, consistent with 

the intent of the parties." Riffe v. Home Finders Associates, Inc., 517 S.E.2d 313, 318 (W. Va. 

1999) (emphasis supplied). Further, "[a]n insurance contract should be given a construction 

which a reasonable person standing in the shoes of the insured would expect the language to 

mean." National Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488, 495 (W. Va. 1987) 

(emphasis supplied). Thus, the mental impressions of First Mercury's employees are relevant 

here in determining what a reasonable interpretation of the policies would be and what a 
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reasonable person would expect the policy language to mean. If First Mercury's own employees 

could not interpret the policies, how could it expect a reasonable consumer to? 

Furthermore, First Mercury's attempts to gloss over the confusion of its claims 

department are unconvincing. It took no less than First Mercury's Director of Claims, Director 

of Coverage and an Executive Specialist, in addition to coverage counsel who provided the 

requisite "advice and counsel from an expert in West Virginia insurance coverage law," to 

determine whether coverage existed under the policy. Appx. at 0495-0496; 0502-0503. Thus, 

this can hardly be characterized as a "misunderstanding of unambiguous policy language," as 

First Mercury contends. Surely, a reasonable consumer cannot be expected to undergo such 

thorough analysis when considering whether an insurance policy provides the coverage he 

requires. Accordingly, a "reasonable person standing in the shoes of the insured" would have 

reached the conclusion that the Stop Gap Endorsement indeed provided coverage for employee 

injuries. National Mut. Ins. Co., 356 S.E.2d 488 at 495. 

The testimony surrounding the handling of this claim is indicia of the "inherent 

inconsistency" between the policies which rendered it ambiguous. Appx. at 0502. The Circuit 

Court properly considered this evidence when evaluating whether the policy is ambiguous, and, 

accordingly, First Mercury's assignment of error here must fail. 

V. 	 The Circuit Court properly applied the doctrine of reasonable expectations and 
correctly concluded that the policy language was ambiguous. 

A. 	 The Circuit Court correctly concluded from the testimony of Shannon Kimes 
that he had a reasonable expectation of coverage for employee injuries when he 
purchased the policies from First Mercury. 

First Mercury's fifth assignment of error asserts that the Circuit Court applied the 

incorrect standard when evaluating whether Kimes Steel had a reasonable expectation of 
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coverage. To the contrary, in Paragraphs 27 and 28 of the Order, the Circuit Court correctly 

concluded that Kimes Steel did have a reasonable expectation of coverage: 

27. Mr. Kimes also testified as to his expectations with respect to the coverage he had 
purchased. He was asked: 

Q. But it was your understanding that, somewhere in all those different coverages 
you had, the workers' comp, the employer's liability, the general liability, the 
excess liability, and so - forth; that somewhere in all that, if an employee got hurt, 
you would be covered, right. 

A. Yes. 


(Deposition of Shannon Kimes at pg. 144.) 


28. In light of this testimony, the Court finds that there is clear evidence that Kimes Steel 
had a reasonable expectation of coverage for injuries to its employees, consistent with 
what it was required to purchase by James River Coal. While Kimes Steel purchased 
"stop gap employers liability" coverage, it did not receive coverage that was consistent 
with the ordinary meaning of employers liability coverage. Instead, it received nothing 
but illusory coverage, in a policy where the exclusions of the policy purported to take 
away coverage for the only type of employers liability Kimes Steel faces in West 
Virginia. 

Appx. at 0899-0900. Thus, the Circuit Court concluded that Mr. Kimes had a reasonable 

expectation of coverage based solely on his tes~imony. Appx. at 0899-0900. The Circuit Court's 

consideration of what a hypothetical employer may have expected has no bearing on its finding 

here regarding Mr. Kimes' personal expectation of coverage. Thus, First Mercury's assignment 

of error must fail. Moreover, the Circuit Court's finding that Mr. Kimes had a reasonable 

expectation of coverage was supported by the ample evidence in the record and this Court's 

precedent concerning the doctrine. 

"With respect to insurance contracts, the doctrine of reasonable expectations is that the 

objectively reasonable expectations of applicants and intended beneficiaries regarding the terms 

of insurance contracts will be honored even though painstaking study of the policy provisions 

would have negated those expectations." Nautilus Ins. Co. v. Johnny Clark Trucking, LLC, 2014 
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U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36473, *25-26 (S.D. W. Va. 2014); quoting Syl. Pt. 8, Nat 'I Mut. Ins. Co. v. 

McMahon & Sons, Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488 (W. Va. 1987). Moreover, the reasonable expectations 

doctrine is applicable even where the policy language is unambiguous. Am. Equity Ins. Co. v. 

Lignetics, Inc., 284 F. Supp. 2d 399 (N.D. W. Va. 2003); Romano v. New England Mut. Life Ins. 

Co., 362 S.E.2d 334 CW. Va. 1987). Importantly, this Court has also held that "[t]he application 

of the doctrine of reasonable expectations has resulted in a relaxation of our earlier-stated rule 

that a party to a contract has a duty to read the instrument." Luikart v. Valley Brook Concrete & 

Supply, Inc., 613 S.E.2d 896, 903 (W. Va. 2005). 

Therefore, contrary to First Mercury's assertion, in order to rely on the reasonable 

expectations doctrine, Shannon Kimes did not need to fulfill a "duty to read the entire policy" or 

know what types of claims were covered under the category of "Employer Liability." He did not 

need to conduct a "painstaking study" into the provisions and exclusions of the policies issued by 

First Mercury. Syl. Pt. 8, National Mut. Ins. Co., 356 S.E.2d 488. He only needed to believe that 

the policies would, in fact, provide coverage for injuries to his employees and, specifically, the 

coverage that was required by the James River Coal contract for which he had requested 

coverage. As Shannon Kimes testified in his deposition: 

Q. Okay. But you told me what you !pought before the accident happened was that, you 
know, employees could not sue your company? 

A. Okay. So if they did sue me, I mean, just because someone by law can't, doesn't 
mean that they won't. So if they were to sue me, I thought -- for employee injury, I 
thought that through all these policies, I would have coverage. 

Appx. at 482. He was entitled to rely solely on the belief that, in some circumstance, the policies 

issued by First Mercury would indeed provide coverage for an employee injury. Although this is 

reasonable belief that a consumer would have when purchasing a "Stop Gap - Employers 

Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement, he was, according to First 
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Mercury's belated interpretation of its own policies, incorrect. Accordingly, the Circuit Court 

correctly concluded that Mr. Kimes had a reasonable expectation of coverage and this finding 

should be affirmed by this Court. 

B. 	 The Circuit Court correctly concluded that Shannon Kimes had a reasonable 
expectation of coverage when he purchased the Stop Gap Endorsement from 
First Mercury. 

First Mercury has acknowledged that it received the list of requirements provided by 

James River Coal, and issued its proposal in response to this request. Following the sale by First 

Mercury, Shannon Kimes perused this policy and formed the belief that, through all of its 

policies, Kimes Steel would be covered for injuries suffered by his employees. Appx. at 178; 

482. While it is true that Kimes Steel also purchased policies from Brickstreet, this does not 

negate the fact that First Mercury offered and sold to Kimes Steel a "Stop Gap - Employers 

Liability Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement. It is from this basis that the 

Circuit Court correctly concluded in Paragraph 29 of its Order that Kimes Steel had a reasonable 

expectation of coverage: 

In this case, the evidence shows that Kimes Steel purchased "stop gap - employers 
liability" coverage in order to comply with the express requirements imposed by James 
River Coal and was lead to believe that it had obtained such coverage by both the First 
Mercury Application and the Policy Declarations. Since such coverage is ordinarily 
understood to include coverage for deliberate intent actions, pursuant to Stageshow Pizza, 
supra., Kimes Steel clearly had a reasonable expectation of such coverage at the time it 
purchased the policy. It was required to have and maintain Employers Liability 
Coverage; it specifically applied for that coverage; it was lead to believe by First Mercury 
that it was being provided with that coverage; and it paid a valuable premium for that 
coverage. 

Appx. at 900. Under the doctrine of reasonable expectations, Shannon Kimes only needed to 

believe that he was covered for employee injuries. Thus, it is irrelevant whether or not Mr. 

Kimes understood the elements of a deliberate intention action prior to Plaintiffs' lawsuit. He 
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formed this reasonable expectation of coverage after purchasing the Stop Gap Endorsement, and 

his expectations were later disappointed. Thus, the Circuit Court's findings on this issue should 

be affirmed. 

Moreover, the reasonable expectations doctrine applies here because First Mercury issued 

the Stop Gap Endorsement by mistake. Appx. at 0527-0529. This Court has plainly held that 

"[i]n limited circumstances, the doctrine of reasonable expectations may be applied even in cases 

where the policy language is clear and unambiguous." Luikart v. Valley Brook Concrete & 

Supply, Inc., 613 S.E.2d 896, 903 (W. Va. 2005). The reasonable expectations doctrine has been 

applied in situations where the insurer erroneously issued a policy. For example, in Keller v. 

First Nat'l Bank, this Court held that after a bank's offer to insure had been accepted with 

. consideration, the bank had created a reasonable expectation of insurance. 403 S.E.2d 424, 426

430 (W. Va. 1991). Therefore, the bank could not deny coverage after it failed to adequately 

notify the insured that its offer of insurance was erroneous. Id. This Court has also held that 

"procedures which foster a misconception about the insurance to be purchased may be 

considered with regard to the doctrine of reasonable expectation of insurance." Costello v. 

Costello, 465 S.E.2d 620, 623-24 (W. Va. 1995). Similarly, in a case concerning an insurance 

dispute arising in West Virginia, a panel of the Fourth Circuit concluded that "[a]n insured may 

have a reasonable expectation of insurance coverage when the policy provision on which a denial 

of coverage is based, although clear and unambiguous, was never communicated to the insured." 

Burlington Ins. Co. v. Shipp, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 10609, at *8 (4th CiT. 2000) (unpublished 

opinion). 

Tom Haupt admitted in his deposition that First Mercury committed an error when 

issuing the policy to Kimes Steel. Appx. at 0527-0529. At the time First Mercury issued its 
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policies to Kimes Steel, Haupt was an underwriter/account executive with CoverXSpeciality, 

which is a subsidiary of First Mercury. Appx. at 0527. He explained that First Mercury 

erroneously believed that West Virginia was still a monopolistic state with regard to workers' 

compensation. Appx. at 0527-0529. He testified that if First Mercury had, at the time, the 

understanding to the contrary, it would not have issued this policy to Kimes Steel: 

Q. All right. Now, you used the term "stop gap." What does that mean to you? What is 
stop gap coverage? 

A. Stop gap coverage in many states where its -- where they would be referred to as 
monopolistic, where the State acts as the Workers' Comp carrier, the State does not -
does not give employers liability or Part 2 coverage on their Work Comp policies. So 
many times, the insured, if they want that coverage, would have to go and get a stop gap 
form, which many times is placed on the GL policy as an enhancement that allows -- that 
gives them that Part 2 coverage that the State is not giving them. 
As far as Kimes went, I know the underwriter at the time and myself - because I handled 
the renewals - we were under the impression that West Virginia was still monopolistic, so 
we, frankly, mistakenly gave the coverage, that coverage enhancement, because they 
should have had employers liability from their Work Comp carrier. 

Q. Now, was this form on the very first policy that First Mercury issued to Kimes? 
[referring to the Stop Gap form] 

A. The CGL, yeah. On the commercial general liability policy, yes. 

Q. And was it on any subsequent renewals that were issued? 

A. It was issued on the -- on the second -- or the first renewal, which was 2013, but it was 
not issued on the -- I believe the 2014 policy. Because we knew at that time that West 
Virginia was no longer monopolistic, and we shouldn't have been providing the 
form. 

Q. Okay. Did the broker communicate to First Mercury - as far as you know - any 
requests for any sort of coverage that would have included coverage for deliberate intent 
actions in West Virginia? -

A. We never received a request for that. 
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Q. But you did receive a request for employers liability coverage, did you not? 

A. We actually -- we did not. According to the policy file, we gave that -- you know, we 
quoted that form on the policy -- or on the quote, excuse me. We quoted the form on our 
initial quote. Again, mistakenly, I think the underwriter at the time misunderstood that, 
again, West Virginia was no longer monopolistic, so -- which pretty standard in -- if you 
have a monopolistic state, you would give that stop gap coverage. So you know, it, 
unfortunately, was again a mistake by our underwriter in even offering the form. 

Appx. at 0527-0529 (emphasis supplied). 

First Mercury, by its own admission, mistakenly issued a policy which excluded coverage 

for deliberate intention actions. Appx. at 0527-0529. Because the only other thing that an 

employer may be liable for due to an employee's injury in West Virginia is workers' 

compensation, this meant that the policy provided no coverage for employee injuries. Although 

not explicitly stated, it is logical to conclude that the mistake made by First Mercury's 

underwriter in issuing the Stop Gap Endorsement is what caused the confusion amongst the First 

Mercury employees. That is, they could not determine the effect of this policy in a non

monopolistic state. According to Haupt, this policy was only issued in monopolistic states. 

Appx. at 0527-0529. Therefore, when it was issued in non-monopolistic state, First Mercury was 

unsure of what it covered. Under First Mercury's interpretation, it provides no coverage for at 

all employee injuries. 

First Mercury provided coverage which conflicted with other provisions of its policies. It 

is likely that the sole reason that these two provisions conflicted is that First Mercury made a 

mistake when issuing the policy. Therefore, due to its error, First Mercury issued a policy which 

in fact provided no coverage for employee injuries. At no point prior to the issuance of the 

denial letter did First Mercury communicate to Shannon Kimes that he was not covered for 

employee injuries. See Burlington, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 10609, at *8. As held in Keller, 

where the insurer erroneously issues a policy and does not communicate this to the insured, it 
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creates a reasonable expectation of coverage and is bound to provide coverage to the insured. 

Keller, 403 S.E.2d at 426-30. As such, this Court should affirm the Circuit Court's correct 

conclusion that the doctrine of reasonable expectations is applicable here and requires First 

Mercury to provide coverage for the Plaintiffs' claims. 

C. 	The Circuit Court correctly concluded that the doctrine of reasonable 
expectations was applicable even though Shannon Kimes did not conduct a 
"painstaking study" of the policies. 

First, as a preliminary matter, this Court has plainly held that "[t]he application of the 

doctrine of reasonable expectations has resulted in a relaxation of our earlier-stated rule that a 

party to a contract has a duty to read the instrument." Luikart v. Valley Brook Concrete & 

Supply, Inc., 613 S.E.2d 896, 903 (W. Va. 2005). Thus, First Mercury's assertion that an insured 

has a duty to read its policy is plainly false. Furthermore, "[w]ith respect to insurance contracts, 

the doctrine of reasonable expectations is that the objectively reasonable expectations of 

applicants and intended beneficiaries regarding the terms of insurance contracts will be honored 

even though painstaking study of the policy provisions would have negated those expectations." 

Nautilus Ins. Co. v. Johnny Clark Trucking, LLC, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36473, *25-26 (S.D. 

W. 	Va. 2014); quoting Syl. Pt. 8, Nat 'I Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488 

(W. Va. 1987). Thus, Mr. Kimes' summary review of the policies was sufficient to form the 

reasonable expectation of coverage required for application of this doctrine. 

Second, First Mercury is likewise erroneous in its claim that Mr. Kimes would have 

realized that he was not covered for deliberate intent claims if he had simply read the policy. If 

the First Mercury's employees could not determine whether coverage existed without the help of 

a West Virginia insurance law expert, how could it reasonably expect Mr. Kimes to make this 

legal determination? Clearly, this argument holds little weight and is not grounds for reversal of 
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the Circuit Court's proper finding. As such, Kimes Steel submits that this Court should affirm 

the Circuit Court's findings on this issue. 

VI. The Circuit Court correctly concluded that the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability 
Coverage Endorsement - West Virginia" endorsement amounts to illusory coverage. 

First Mercury's sixth assignment of error claims that the Circuit Court incorrectly 

determined that the Stop Gap Endorsement was illusory because the policy covered "a 

reasonably anticipated risk." Even under this standard, which this Court has not recognized, the 

policy is illusory. First Mercury asserts that this Court should consider this policy under the 

following standard: 

An insurance provision is considered illusory if "a premium was paid for coverage which 
would not pay benefits under any reasonably expected set of circumstances. [citations 
omitted] If a provision covers some risk reasonably anticipated by the parties, it is not 
illusory. 

First Mercury asserts III its brief that Heldreth claims are "rare occurrences." To 

reiterate, in order to bring a Heldreth claim" a close relative of an employee must be present at 

the employer and witness a severe injury to the employee which manifests itself in a physical 

injury to the relative. Heldreth, 425 S.E.2d 157 (W. Va. 1992). This is a rare occurrence indeed. 

Yet, First Mercury now contends that this is "reasonably expected set of circumstances" which is 

"reasonably anticipated" by parties. Clearly, these two arguments contradict one another. First 

Mercury is correct in noting that Heldreth claims, which are the single type of claim it has 

identified outside of the workers' compensation system, is a "rare occurrence." Moreover, it was 

not until First Mercury's present appeal brief that it was even able to identify this single set of 

circumstances in which Kimes Steel's policies could conceivably provide coverage. Thus, it is a 

farce to claim that this set of circumstances was "reasonably anticipated" by First Mercury and 
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Mr. Kimes when the parties executed the insurance contract. Accordingly, the policy must be 

found illusory under this standard. 

Moreover, the case law that First Mercury relies on here is not controlling, and is not 

even the most relevant for this Court to consider. The U.S. Supreme Court has explained that 

"[t]he illusory promises doctrine instructs courts to avoid constructions of contracts that would 

render promises illusory because such promises cannot serve as consideration for a contract." 

M&G Polymers USA, LLC v. Tackett, 135 S. Ct. 926,936 (2015). This Court has also held that 

"[a] policy should never be interpreted to create an absurd result, but instead should receive a 

reasonable interpretation, consistent with the intent of the parties. Riffe v. Home Finders 

Associates, Inc., 517 S.E.2d 313, 318 (W. Va. 1999). Further, "[a]n insurance contract should be 

given a construction which a reasonable person standing in the shoes of the insured would expect 

the language to mean." National Mut. Ins. Co. v. McMahon & Sons, Inc., 356 S.E.2d 488,495 

(W. Va. 1987). 

Here, the commercial general liability policy issued by First Mercury does not provide 

coverage for bodily injury by an employee. Appx. at 0365-0430. It specifically excludes 

employer liability for bodily injury during the course of employment. Appx. at 0370-0371. 

Therefore, Kimes Steel purchased the "Stop Gap - Employers Liability Coverage Endorsement -

West Virginia," endorsement for the sole purpose of addressing this deficiency and obtaining 

coverage for bodily injury to an employee. The Stop Gap Endorsement, however, also attempts 

to nullify that same coverage. Appx. at 0389-0392. 

This Court considered a nearly identical situation in Erie Ins. Prop. & Cas. Co. v. Stage 

Show Pizza, JTS, Inc., 553 S.E.2d 257 (2001). In Stage Show Pizza, this Court considered 

whether the employer's Stop Gap policy included coverage for deliberate intent causes of action: 
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The purpose of Erie's "Employers' Liability -- Stop Gap" policy is plain on its face: to 
pay Stage Show Pizza for damages "because of bodily injury to your employees for 
which the law holds you responsible and recovery is permitted by law." Coverage for 
employees was clearly excluded from Erie's the commercial general liability policy sold 
to Stage Show Pizza; we believe it was just as clearly included in the employers' liability 
endorsement attached to that general policy. 

rd. at 267. Moreover, in his separate opinion, Justice Albright explained that finding that 

deliberate intent actions were not covered under the policy would result in an absurd result: 

Unless that "Stop-Gap" coverage is construed to provide coverage in the case of a 
deliberate intent action for which the workers' compensation provides employers no 
immunity, those policy provisions must be seen as essentially illusory and meaningless. 
Such a construction would be absurd. Moreover, the history of the development of 
W.Va. Code § 23-4-2(c)(2) and the emergence and marketing of such "stop-gap" 
insurance coverage in this state track each other rather nicely. This tends to confirm that 
the conclusion reached by the majority in regard to coverage for the deliberate intent 
action in consonant with the intent of the parties to the insurance contract, as expressed 
by the language in the "stop gapll portion of the insurance policy at issue ... 

Id. at 269 (emphasis supplied). 

Likewise, if First Mercury is entitled to deny coverage for the actions under the deliberate 

intent exemption to immunity, then the Stop Gap Endorsement is "illusory and meaningless" and 

such a construction is, indeed, absurd. 

This case is also similar to Riffe v. Home Finders, where the insured purchased a policy 

which covered pre-existing conditions, but, buried in the policy, were conflicting exclusions that 

purported to nullify that same coverage. 517 S.E.2d 313, 319-320 (1999). The Court in Riffe 

found that a reasonable person "standing in the shoes" of the insured would not have expected 

the policy to be so severely restricted. Id at 318. 

Simply put, a reasonable person standing in Shannon Kimes' shoes would not expect that 

the same Stop Gap Endorsement that provides coverage for employee injuries also purports to 

nullify that coverage. Moreover, the deliberate intention exclusion here was not buried deep 

within the policy, but rather was buried deep within the West Virginia Code by the mere 
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reference in the policy to statutory law. Appx. at 0389-0392. That is, in order to understand that 

the policy excluded any potential coverage for employee injuries, a reasonable person "in the 

shoes of the insured" would have had to go to Section 24-3-2 of the West Virginia Code and 

interpret the statute and any attendant case law. The employees of First Mercury admitted that 

they had never fully examined the statute. Appx. at 0494; 0503. Yet they contend a reasonable 

person in the shoes of the insured should have done just that. Appx. at 0494; 0503. As in Riffe, 

a reasonable person would have concluded that the Stop Gap Endorsement covered employee 

injuries - although First Mercury now maintains that it covered none. 

The Circuit Court's findings on this issue are supported by the evidence in the record and 

controlling precedent, and, accordingly, should be affirmed by this Court. 

VII. 	 The Circuit Court correctly applied the doctrine of estoppel because First Mercury 
misrepresented the coverage provided by the Stop Gap Endorsement. 

First Mercury's seventh assignment of error states that the Circuit Court incorrectly 

applied the doctrine of estoppel. It is clear from the facts of this case that First Mercury did 

indeed misrepresent that its Stop Gap Endorsement would provide coverage for injuries that 

occurred to Kimes Steel's employees. First Mercury has conceded that under no circumstances 

will the Stop Gap Endorsement provide coverage for injuries that occurred to Kimes Steel's 

employees.2 In direct contradiction to this fact, everything about the insurance policy represents 

that it would provide such coverage - the title, the definition of "stop gap," and the fact that it 

was offered as a rider to the commercial general liability and excess policies. Appx. at 0389

0392. First Mercury's own employee testified that "stop gap" refers the gap in coverage between 

workers' compensation and employer liability policies. Appx. at 0322. Moreover, Shannon 
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Kimes believed that his policies, including the Stop Gap Endorsement, would provide coverage 

for injuries to his employees. Appx. at 482. According to First Mercury, the policies do not 

provide such coverage. Mr. Kimes relied on the representation that the policies do indeed 

provide coverage for injuries to his employees. As a result of this reliance, Kimes Steel 

purchased the Stop Gap Endorsement from First Mercury, which apparently does not provide 

any coverage. Accordingly, this Court should affirm the Circuit Court's correct conclusion that 

First Mercury must be estopped from denying coverage under the policies. 

VIII. 	 The Circuit Court correctly concluded that First Mercury had a duty to defend 
Kimes Steel against the Russells' deliberate intent lawsuit. 

First Mercury's final assignment of error alleges that the Circuit Court incorrectly 

determined that First Mercury had a duty to defend Kimes Steel against the Russell's deliberate 

intent lawsuit. First Mercury correctly notes that an insurer's duty to defend the insured exists in 

any circumstance where "the allegations in the plaintiffs complaint are reasonably susceptible 

of an interpretation that the claim may be covered by the terms of the insurance policy." Aetna 

Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Pi/raia, 342 S.E.2d 156, 160 (W. Va. 1986) (emphasis supplied). In addition, 

with regard to the specific issue of the duty to defend, this Court has also held that "any question 

concerning an insurer's duty to defend under an insurance policy must be construed liberally in 

favor of an insured where there is any question about an insurer's obligations." Id Moreover, 

"[t]here is no requirement that the facts alleged in the complaint specifically and unequivocally 

make out a claim within the coverage." Id It is a well settled that the duty to defend is broader 

than the obligation to pay under a particular policy. Id 

2 First Mercury is only capable of identifying a single type of claim that would occur outside of the workers' 
compensation system other than a deliberate intention claim, a claim under Heldreth v. Marrs, 188 W. Va. 481, 425 
S.E.2d 157 (1992), which would arise from an injury to an employee's close relative rather than to the employee. 
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Kimes Steel maintains that the question of whether the insured was covered for the 

claims alleged by the plaintiffs went far beyond the "reasonably susceptible" standard. ld. 

Indeed, upon review of Kimes Steel's claim, First Mercury's own claims coverage department 

debated internally over whether Kimes Steel was covered under its policies. Appx. at 487-489. 

In fact, First Mercury's director of claims, Golles, believed that Kimes Steel was covered for 

Plaintiffs' deliberate intention claims. Appx. at 492. Further, First Mercury's executive 

specialist who exclusively adjusts high exposure claims, Gorman, believed there was an 

"inherent inconsistency" in the interaction between the policies. Appx. at 502. Thus, the 

policies were "reasonably susceptible" to different interpretations even to First Mercury's 

professional insurance analysts who regularly confront this type of question. 

First Mercury's contention that deliberate intent lawsuits are unambiguously excluded 

from coverage under Kimes Steel's policies is not supported by the evidence in the record. In 

fact, the testimony of First Mercury's own witnesses establishes that there is a substantial 

ambiguity that, at the least, renders the policies "reasonably susceptible" to the conclusion that 

coverage should be provided. As a result, the Circuit Court correctly found that First Mercury 

had a duty to defend Kimes Steel with regard to the Russells' claims and Kimes Steel submits 

that this Court should affirm the Circuit Court's findings. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth herein, and for other reasons that may be apparent, Kimes Steel 

respectfully submits that this Court should affirm the lower court's May 18, 2016 Order denying 

First Mercury's motion for summary judgment and granting judgment as a matter of law in favor 

of Appellees. 
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